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Main Assembly – A-4620-4 REV. G 
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Main Assembly – A-4620-4 REV. G 
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TABLE ASSEMBLY
A-4690-3 REV. E
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V-Slotting

To cut V-slot holes, first drill the round holes.  Turn off
the power and remove the drill.

Remove the pressure foot by unscrewing the knurled
nuts.

Install the mounting bracket with the holder socket
screw facing the operator.

Attach the backgage fillers.

SLITTING AND SLOTTING ATTACHMENTS
A-6410

3/16” Allen Wrench
W-130

Bracket
4684

Rear Gage Filler
6409

Screw
1/4-20 x 1”

V-slotting
Assembly

Knife Holder
4704

Knives (pair)
A4708

Knife Holder Plate
4707

Flat Head Screw
10-24 x 3/8”

Knife Thrust Block
4703

Screw
1/4-20 x 1/2”

WARNING:  DISCONNECT POWER be-
fore cleaning, servicing, or lubricating
your drill.
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Next, attach the knife assembly.  Align the blades to
the already drilled holes and tighten the holder socket
screw.

Reattach the pressure foot assembly using the two
knurled screws.

For best results, lay a sheet of chipboard underneath
your work and set the depth-of-cut so it just makes it
through the chipboard.  The blades should not cut into
the wood block when slotting or slitting.

Slitting

For slitting work, remove the knife thrust block, take
out the left hand knife and set it aside.

Remove the right hand knife and position it in the left
hand knife slot.

Place the knife holder in the right hand knife slot and
replace the thrust block and screw.  Replace the knife
holder in the mounting bracket and turn the holder in
the bracket to cut a straight slit.  Make your first slit
farthest from the side guide*, then slit the other side of

the hole and proceed to the next slot position.

For narrow slots, position the side guide stops for the
first cut farthest from the side gage*.  Leaving the side
gage at the same position, lift the side guide face and
turn it around.

Jog the stock square against the back and side gages
and make the second cut.  Your slot is now complete.

Remember to return the side guide face to the standard
position before making the next slot.

*Always make the first cut farthest from the side gage.
This prevents draw on the paper that would give
irregular cuts.

NOTE:  Maximum slitting and slotting capacity is
1/2” (13 mm).  Be sure to check the stroke adjustment
to prevent the knives from cutting too deep into the
cutting block.

R.H. Knife
in L.H. Slot
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To install the cornering attachment, make sure the
power is locked out and then remove the hollow drill.

Next, remove the pressure foot by unscrewing the two
knurled nuts.

LIGHT DUTY CORNERING ATTACHMENT
A-6411

Now install the side gage spacer (JF only). The spacer
may be left in place for normal drilling, but must be
removed for drilling narrow strips.

Replace the wooded drill block with the three fiber
blocks.

Spacer

Knives available:

  Straight
Diagonal

4741

1/8”
(3 mm)
4742

1/4”
(6 mm)

4743

7/16”
(11 mm)

4744
(supplied)

1-1/2” Fiber Cutting
Blocks
KK-474

Rear Gage Filler
6412

Bracket
4684

Screw
1/4-20 x 1/2”

Side Guide
Spacer

4827

Blade
Holder Nut

4749
Knife

Screw
10-24 x 1”

Knife Holder
4746

3/16” Allen
Wrench
W-137

5/32” Allen Wrench
W-137

Screw
1/4-20 x 3/4”

WARNING:  DISCONNECT POWER be-
fore cleaning, servicing, or lubricating
your drill.
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Install the rear gage filler block on the right side of the
backgage.

Install the cornering attachment bracket as follows:

When using the cornering knives, the knife holder
socket screw should face the rear of the machine; this
puts the bracket mounting holes in the rear position
and centers the knife on the cutting block.

When using the straight diagonal knife, the bracket is
reversed, with the holder socket screw facing the
operator.  The holder mounting screws are then in the
forward position.

Install the knife holder assembly in the bracket and
tighten the knife holder socket screw.  The knife holder
comes assembled with the knife installed.  Double
check to make sure the knife blade is held firmly by
tightening the socket screw.

Socket Screw

Adjustments to the paper are made by positioning the
side and back gages.  The knife is squared to the paper
by loosening the knife holder socket screw and rotating
the knife holder assembly so that the knife edges match
up to the sides of the paper.

Raise the auto trip mechanism and lock it out of the
way with the thumb screw.

Your Challenge paper drill is now ready to corner.

NOTE:  Maximum cutting capacity is 1/2” (13 mm).
Be sure to check the stroke adjustment to prevent the
knife from cutting too deep into the cutting block.

Blade
Holder

Nut

Knife Holder

Knife

Socket Screw
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To install the cornering attachment, make sure the
power is locked out and then remove the hollow drill.

CORNER-MATIC HEAVY DUTY CORNERING ATTACHMENT
A-4980

Next, remove the pressure foot by unscrewing the two
knurled nuts.

Replace the wooded drill block with the three fiber
blocks.

Move the backgage to the rear of the table and position

Knives available:

  1/8”
(3 mm)
4981-2

1/4”
(6 mm)
4981-4

3/8”
(9.5 mm)
4981-6

7/16”
(11 mm)
4981-7

1-1/2” Fiber Cutting
Blocks
KK-474

Knife Holder
Assembly

A-4980

Allen Wrenches:
1/8” W-141

5/32” W-137
3/16” W-130

Clamp
Spring
4992

Slide Rod
Spring
4985

WARNING:  DISCONNECT POWER be-
fore cleaning, servicing, or lubricating
your drill.

Knife
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the side gage to the far left of the table.  You may also
want to lock the auto trip mechanism out of the way.

Align the knife holder to the holes for the pressure foot,
press down on the holder and slide it into place.

Attach the holder to the machine with the knurled nuts
that held the pressure foot in position.

Install the knife blade from the rear of the attachment,
slide it up into position, and tighten the socket screw to
hold it in place.

The depth of cut may be adjusted with the knurled screw
on the right side of the attachment.  The knife blade
should just make it through the stock and not cut into
the fiber block.

Depth of Cut
Adjustment

Screw
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The blade can be squared to the paper by loosening
the socket screw in the knife itself and rotating the blade
until the edges of the knife match the edges of the
paper.

The blade can also be adjusted into or out of the paper,
depending on which blade you are using, by loosening
the socket screw on the front and tightening the socket
screw in the rear of the attachment to bring the knife
forward, or by loosening the rear socket screw and
tightening the front socket screw you can move the
knife farther back.

Your Challenge paper drill is now ready to corner.

NOTE:  Maximum cutting capacity is 1” (25 mm).
Be sure to check the stroke adjustment to prevent the
knife from cutting too deep into the cutting block.
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 1/8”  3/16”  1/4”  9/32” 11/ 32” 13/ 32”  1/2”

 5/32”  7/32” 17/ 64”  5/16”  3/8”  7/16”

ACCESSORIES FOR CHALLENGE PAPER DRILLING MACHINES

Genuine Challenge Hollow Drills
In 13 Standard Sizes For Every Drilling Need

All drills carried in stock by local Challenge dealers (17/32” & 9/16” available by special order).

Challenge Drill-Ease Lubricant
Stick
Cat. No. 4688

This lubricating stick provides a dry stainless lubricant
which has many uses throughout the printing plant.  It
is specially recommended for use on hollow drills for
easier drilling, particularly when drilling clay coated
stock.  It eliminates binding and excessive heating of
the drill.  Will not discolor the stock.

CARE MUST ALWAYS BE TAKEN WHEN USING
STICK AND HANDLING DRILLS.

Challenge Drilling Blocks
Cat. No. A-4682

These Challenge 11/2” (38 mm) wood drilling blocks
are for round hole drilling operations.  Sold in packages
of 12.

HOLLOW DRILLS

Diameter x Drill Capacity Cat. No.

1/8” x 5/8” (3.2 x 16 mm) ................... CD-2-3
5/32” x 11/8” (4 x 29 mm) ................... CD-52
3/16” x 15/8“ (4.8 x 41 mm) ................ CD-3
7/32” x 2” (5.6 x 51 mm) ................... CD-72
1/4” x 2” (6.3 x 51 mm) .................... CD-4
17/64” x 2” (6.7 x 51 mm) .................. CD-174
9/32” x 2” (7.1 x 51 mm) ................... CD-92
5/16” x 2” (7.9 x 51 mm) ................... CD-5
11/32” x 2” (8.7 x 51 mm) .................. CD-112
3/8” x 2” (9.5 x 51 mm) .................... CD-6
13/32” x 2” (10.3 x 51 mm) ................ CD-132
7/16” x 2” (11.1 x 51 mm) ................. CD-7
1/2” x 2” (12.7 x 51 mm) .................. CD-8
Special order drills
17/32” x 2” (13.5 x 51 mm) ................ CD-172
9/16” x 2” (14.3 x 51 mm) ................. CD-9

TEFLON COATED HOLLOW DRILLS

Diameter x Drill Capacity Cat. No.

1/8” x 5/8” (3.2 x 16 mm) ................... TCD-2-3
5/32” x 11/8” (4 x 29 mm) ................... TCD-52
3/16” x 15/8“ (4.8 x 41 mm) ................ TCD-3
7/32” x 2” (5.6 x 51 mm) ................... TCD-72
1/4” x 2” (6.3 x 51 mm) .................... TCD-4
17/64” x 2” (6.7 x 51 mm) .................. TCD-174
9/32” x 2” (7.1 x 51 mm) ................... TCD-92
5/16” x 2” (7.9 x 51 mm) ................... TCD-5
11/32” x 2” (8.7 x 51 mm) .................. TCD-112
3/8” x 2” (9.5 x 51 mm) .................... TCD-6
13/32” x 2” (10.3 x 51 mm) ................ TCD-132
7/16” x 2” (11.1 x 51 mm) ................. TCD-7
1/2” x 2” (12.7 x 51 mm) .................. TCD-8

Challenge Fiber Blocks
Cat. No. KK-474

These tough, 11/2” (38 mm) fiber cutting blocks are
recommended for all cornering and slitting operations.
Sold in packages of 12.


